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A search for heavy right-handed Majorana or Dirac neutrinos NR and heavy right-handed
gauge bosons WR is performed in events with a pair of energetic electrons or muons, with
the same or opposite electric charge, and two energetic jets. The events are selected from pp
collision data with an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 collected by the ATLAS detector at√
s = 13 TeV. No significant deviations from the Standard Model are observed. The results
are interpreted within the theoretical framework of a left–right symmetric model and lower
limits are set on masses in the heavy right-handed W boson and neutrino mass plane. The
excluded region extends to mWR = 4.7 TeV for both Majorana and Dirac NR neutrinos.
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2
1 Introduction
Left–right symmetric models [1–9] (LRSMs) attempt to explain the broken parity symmetry of
the weak interaction in the Standard Model (SM) and can introduce, depending on the form of the
LRSM, right-handed counterparts to the W and Z bosons (WR and ZR), and right-handed heavy
neutrinos (NR). A search for WR boson and NR neutrino production in a final state containing two
charged leptons and two jets (`` j j) with ` = e, µ is presented here. The exact process of interest is
the Keung–Senjanović (KS) process [10], shown in Figure 1. When the WR boson is heavier than
the NR neutrino (mWR > mNR), the on-shell WR mass can be reconstructed from the invariant mass
of the `` j j system, whereas, when mNR > mWR , the on-shellWR mass can be reconstructed from the
invariant mass of the j j system. Only ee and µµ lepton pairs, coupling respectively to NeR and N
µ
R ,
are considered as part of the `` j j final state, since no mixing between flavours is assumed. Left-
and right-handed weak gauge couplings are also defined to be equivalent (gL = gR).
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Figure 1: The KS process, for (a) the mWR > mNR case and (b) the mNR > mWR case.
In the minimal LRSM containing the type-I seesaw mechanism [6–9], NR neutrinos are Majorana
particles. The type-I seesaw mechanism accounts for the masses of the SM neutrinos by linking
(heavy) NR neutrinos and the SM neutrino masses through a mixing matrix. In this case, both the
SM neutrinos and the hypothetical NR neutrinos are required to be Majorana particles, allowing
lepton-number-violating processes, such as the KS process, to occur. In LRSM variants, including
the inverse seesaw mechanism [11–14], NR neutrinos are pseudo-Dirac particles1 (referred to in
this paper as “Dirac” particles for simplicity). For simple versions of LRSMs containing the inverse
seesaw mechanism, lepton-number-violating processes are not expected [16]. The Majorana or
Dirac nature of the NR neutrino can be established by comparing the charges of the two final-state
leptons. If the NR neutrinos are Dirac particles, the leptons will always have opposite-sign (OS)
charges. However, if they are Majorana particles, the NR neutrinos are their own anti-particles,
1 A pseudo-Dirac particle is formed by two Majorana particles with identical masses [15].
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and their decay will give rise to an experimental signature of both opposite- and same-sign (SS)
dileptons in a 50%-50% admixture.
The KS process resulting in an `` j j final state in the electron and muon channels has been studied
by both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations using
√
s = 7 TeV [17, 18],
√
s = 8 TeV [19, 20]
and
√
s = 13 TeV [21] collision data. CMS also has results for the hadronic ττ j j final state at√
s = 13 TeV [22, 23]. No evidence of aWR boson or a NR neutrino has emerged from these studies.
The current most stringent exclusion limits on WR boson and Majorana NR neutrino masses are
derived by the CMS experiment [21] at
√
s = 13 TeV, in both the electron and muon channels,
regions extending to mWR ∼4.4 TeV (for a range of mNR values) are excluded, whilst the mNR limits
reach ∼2.9 TeV in the electron channel (for mWR ∼3.8 TeV) and ∼3 TeV in the muon channel (for
mWR ∼3.6 TeV). The analysis presented here extends the ATLAS searches to 36.1 fb−1 of data at√
s =13 TeV and also provides lower limits on the masses for the Dirac case of the NR neutrino.
The cross-section of the KS process varies, depending on the masses of the WR boson and the NR
neutrino, from a few pb to about 3×10−4 pb for high-mass signal points at the end of the sensitivity
of this analysis. The analysis uses a new MadGraph generator model [24, 25] which overcomes
known limitations of Pythia [26] as employed in previous searches by ATLAS and CMS, and also
allows the exploration of the scenario in which the NR neutrino is heavier than the WR boson for
the first time.
2 ATLAS detector
TheATLASexperiment [27] is amultipurpose particle detectorwith a forward–backward symmetric
cylindrical geometry and a near 4π coverage in solid angle2. It consists of an inner tracking
detector (ID) surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic field,
electromagnetic (EM) and hadron calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS). The ID covers
the pseudorapidity range |η | < 2.5. It consists of silicon pixel, silicon microstrip, and straw-tube
transition-radiation tracking detectors. A new innermost layer of pixel detectors [28, 29] was
installed prior to the start of data taking in 2015. Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters
provide electromagnetic energy measurements with high granularity and cover |η | < 3.2. A
hadron (steel/scintillator-tile) calorimeter covers the central pseudorapidity range (|η | < 1.7). The
endcap and forward regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters for EM and hadronic energy
measurements up to |η | = 4.9. The MS surrounds the calorimeters and is based on three large
air-core toroidal superconducting magnets with eight coils each. The field integral of the toroidal
magnets ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the detector. The MS includes a system
2 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the
detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis
points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around
the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). The angular distance is
measured in units of ∆R ≡
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2.
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of precision tracking chambers covering |η | < 2.7 and fast detectors (|η | < 2.4) for triggering. A
two-level trigger system [30] is used to select events for offline physics analyses. The first-level
trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector information. This is followed
by the software-based high-level trigger, reducing the event rate to about 1 kHz.
3 Dataset and simulated event samples
The data used in this analysis were collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV during 2015
and 2016, and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1. Only high-quality data with all
detectors in normal operating conditions are analysed.
Simulated signal and background events are used to optimise the event selection and to estimate the
background contributions.
Signal events with matrix elements calculated byMG5_aMC@NLO v2.2.2 [24, 25] were simulated
by Pythia8.186 [26] using the NNPDF2.3 [31] parton distribution function (PDF) set and the
A14 set of tuned parton shower parameters [32]. A version of an LRSM model produced with
FeynRules [33] was implemented in MG5_aMC@NLO [34] and further modified as described in
Ref. [35]. Events were generated containing only Majorana NR neutrinos. For the Dirac neutrino
case, only the OS events are used in the analysis as no other differences are expected. Signal samples
were generated for different WR boson and NR neutrino mass hypotheses, covering a range from
600 GeV to 5800 GeV for mWR and 50 GeV to 8000 GeV for mNR . Only samples with mNR ≤ 2mWR
are used as the cross-section for the KS process drops off rapidly with increasing NR neutrino
mass.
For the OS channel, the dominant SM backgrounds are Z+jet(s) and tt̄ processes. In the SS channel,
the main backgrounds arise from misidentified leptons, electron charge misidentification, and
leptons from diboson processes such as ZW , Z Z , or WW (including W±W± j j) production. Other
backgrounds taken into the account are tt̄V (V = W, Z,H) and single-top production. Additional
rare backgrounds such as the production of four or three top quarks as well as tt̄WW , tt̄W Z , tZ ,
and tW Z production, were found to be negligible in both the OS and SS channels.
Various SM backgrounds were simulated using different generators and the dominant backgrounds
are evaluated using data-driven techniques, as described in Section 6.
The Z + jet(s) process (with Z/γ∗ → ee/µµ/ττ) was modelled using Sherpa 2.2.1 [36] with the
NNPDF3.0 [37] PDF set. The matrix element (ME) was calculated for up to two partons with
next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy in QCD and up to four partons with leading-order (LO)
accuracy using Comix [38] and OpenLoops [39].
For the generation of tt̄ events, Powheg-Box v2 [40–42]was usedwith theNNPDF3.0 PDF set in the
ME calculation. The parton shower was modelled with Pythia8.186 [26] with the NNPDF2.3 [31]
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PDF set and the A14 set of tuned parameters [32]. Single-top-quark events produced in Wt final
states were generated with Powheg-Box v2with the CT10 PDF set [43] used in theME calculations.
Single top-quark production via s- or t-channels was generated by Powheg-Box v1 [40–42]. This
generator uses the four-flavour scheme for the NLO QCDmatrix element calculations together with
the fixed four-flavour PDF set CT10f4 [43]. The parton shower, fragmentation, and underlying event
were simulated with Pythia6.428 [44] using the CTEQ6L1 PDF sets [45] and the Perugia 2012
set of tuned parameters [46]. The top-quark mass was set to 172.5GeV. The EvtGen v1.2.0 [47]
program was used to model bottom and charm hadron decays. The tt̄V (V = W, Z) processes were
generated at LO with MG5_aMC@NLO v2.2.2 [24] and the tt̄H process was generated at LO with
MG5_aMC@NLO v2.3.2. For both, the NNPDF2.3 PDF set was used and the parton shower was
modelled using Pythia8.186, configured with the A14 tune.
Diboson processes with four charged leptons (4`), three charged leptons and one neutrino (3`+1ν),
or two charged leptons and two neutrinos (2`+2ν) in the final state were generated using Sherpa
2.2.2 with the NNPDF3.0 PDF set. The matrix elements considered contained all diagrams with
four electroweak vertices. The various processes were evaluated for up to three partons at LO
accuracy and up to one (4`, 2`+2ν) or zero partons (3`+1ν) at NLO in QCD using the Comix and
OpenLoops matrix element generators. Diboson processes with one boson decaying hadronically
and the other one decaying leptonically were generated with Sherpa 2.2.1 using the NNPDF3.0
PDF set. The various processes were calculated for up to three additional partons at LO accuracy
and up to one (Z Z) or zero (WW , W Z) additional partons at NLO using the Comix and OpenLoops
matrix element generators. Loop-induced and electroweak processes with two weak gauge bosons
(W/Z) plus two jets were simulated with Sherpa 2.1.1. The calculation is made at LO accuracy in
QCD while up to one additional parton is merged with the matrix element. The CT10 PDF set was
used in conjunction with a dedicated parton shower tuning. The Sherpa 2.1.1 diboson prediction
was scaled by a factor of 0.91 to account for differences between the internal electroweak scheme
used in this Sherpa version and the default scheme.
A single event recorded by the ATLAS detector consists of the superposition of a hard-scattering
pp collision and several additional pp interaction vertices referred to as ‘pile-up.’ The effect of
the pile-up was included by overlaying minimum-bias collisions, simulated by Pythia 8.186 with
a set of tuned parameters referred to as the A2 tune [48] and the MSTW2008LO PDF [49], on each
generated signal and background event. The average number of interactions per pp bunch crossing
is 24 and simulated samples are weighted to reproduce the distribution observed in data.
The detector response for background events was simulated within a framework [50] based on
GEANT4 [51]. Monte Carlo signal samples were instead processed with a fast simulation [50]
which relies on a parameterisation of the calorimeter response [52]. Furthermore, simulated events
were processed with the same reconstruction software used for data. In order to account for the
different particle reconstruction efficiencies measured in data and simulation, correction factors are
derived in dedicated measurements and applied to simulated events.
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4 Object reconstruction
The electron and muon selection criteria are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Object reconstruction selection in the OS and the SS channels. The requirements corresponding to
the identification and isolation working points are described in Ref. [53] under the same names.
Lepton flavour Electrons Muons
Channel OS SS OS SS
Identification LHMedium Medium
Isolation LooseTrackOnly Loose LooseTrackOnly FixedCutTightTrackOnly
pT(µ), ET(e) ET > 25 GeV ET > 30 GeV pT > 25 GeV pT > 30 GeV
η |η | <2.47 and veto 1.37 < |η | < 1.52 |η | < 2.5
|d0 |/σd0 |d0 |/σd0 < 5 |d0 |/σd0 < 3
|z0 sin θ | |z0 sin θ | <0.5 mm
Electron candidates are reconstructed from energy deposits in the EM calorimeter which are
matched to a track reconstructed in the ID [54]. Candidate electrons must have transverse energy
ET > 25 (30) GeV in the OS (SS) channel, |η | < 2.47 and satisfy the LHMedium identification
criterion based on a multivariate likelihood discriminant [53, 55]. Electrons falling in the transition
region between the barrel and endcap EM calorimeters (1.37 < |η | < 1.52) are excluded. The
transverse impact parameter (d0) of the track associated with the electron must have a significance
|d0 |/σ(d0) < 5 relative to the beam line [56], where σ(d0) is the uncertainty on d0. All tracks with
transverse momentum pT > 400 MeV associated with electron candidates must have a longitudinal
impact parameter multiplied by the sine of the polar angle |z0 sin θ | of less than 0.5mm. Electrons
are further required to satisfy the track-based (track- and calorimeter-based) isolation criteria for
the OS (SS) channel. The isolation selection efficiencies are found to exceed 99% using Z → e+e−
events [53].
Muons are reconstructed from a combined fit of a track in the ID matched to a track in the MS.
The Medium quality criterion, described in Ref. [57], is applied. Candidate muons must have
pT > 25 (30) GeV in the OS (SS) channel, |η | < 2.5, |d0 |/σ(d0) < 3, and |z0 sin θ | < 0.5 mm.
Muon isolation in the OS channel is based on track isolation and has a 99% efficiency, independent
of the muon pT and |η |. In the SS channel, the track isolation provides an efficiency exceeding 99%
for high-pT muons and decreasing to ∼95% for muons with pT < 40GeV [57].
The tighter selection criteria applied to leptons used in the SS channel are designed to suppress the
contribution from background events with misidentified leptons (as discussed in Section 6), which
are negligible in the OS channel.
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Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm [58] using a radius parameter of 0.4 from energy
deposits in the topological clusters of the calorimeter, calibrated as described in Ref. [59]. Jets
must satisfy pT > 20 GeV and |η | < 2.5. The majority of jets from pile-up are rejected using the
jet-vertex-tagger [60], a likelihood discriminant combining information from several track-based
variables, which is only applied to jets with pT < 60 GeV and |η | < 2.4. The tagging efficiency
of pile-up jets with the jet-vertex-tagger is determined in simulated Z → µµ + jet(s) events to be
95%.
The identification of jets containing b-hadrons (b-jets) is based on a multivariate tagging al-
gorithm [61]. This algorithm uses a set of tracks with loose impact parameter constraints in a
region of interest around each jet axis to enable the reconstruction of the b-hadron decay vertex.
The b-tagging working point used in the OS (SS) channel results in an efficiency of 70% (77%)
for jets containing b-hadrons. The expected rejection factors against light-quark and gluon jets,
c-quark jets and hadronically decaying tau leptons are respectively 381, 12, 55 for a 70% efficiency
and 134, 6, 22 for a 77% efficiency. These efficiencies and rejection factors are determined in a
sample of simulated tt̄ events [62].
After the electron, muon and jet reconstruction and selection, possible overlaps between recon-
structed objects are resolved. First, electrons are removed if they share a track with a muon. Next,
ambiguities between electrons and jets are resolved by removing jets with an angular distance
∆R < 0.2 from electrons; if 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4, the electron is removed. Finally, if a muon and a jet
have ∆R < 0.4, the jet is removed if it has less than three associated tracks, otherwise the muon is
discarded.
5 Event selection
Events were collected using single-lepton or dilepton triggers during the 2015 and 2016 data-taking
periods. For data collected in 2015, the lowest ET and lowest pT trigger thresholds are 24 GeV and
20 GeV for single-electron and single-muon triggers, respectively. For 2016 data, the thresholds
are 26 GeV and 24 GeV for electron and muon triggers, respectively. Dielectron triggers with a ET
threshold of 17 GeV are used in the e±e± case since a different background strategy is considered
for the SS channel (see Section 6). After satisfying the offline selections, the signal efficiency of the
employed triggers is higher than 99% (95%) for the ee (µµ) channel. Events are required to have
at least one reconstructed primary vertex with at least two associated tracks with pT > 400 MeV.
Among all the vertices in the event, the one with the highest sum of squared transverse momenta of
the associated tracks is chosen as the primary vertex. Events containing b-jets are vetoed to reduce
contamination from top-quark background.
All selected events are required to have exactly two same-flavour leptons (ee, µµ) and two jets with
pT > 100 GeV and |η | < 2.0. The main SM background after these requirements is the Z + jet(s)
process in the OS and electron SS channels, while diboson production is the main background in
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the muon SS channel. The Z + jet(s) process enters the SS channel due to misidentification of
electron charge.
Selected events are classified into orthogonal categories, called analysis regions, which serve
different purposes. Signal regions (SR) are designed to contain the majority of expected signal
events and are used to extract the signal yields. Control regions (CR) and validation regions (VR)
are defined by reversing some of the SR event selection criteria and are used to constrain and
validate background predictions respectively. The analysis region selection criteria are summarised
in Table 2. To suppress background from Z+ jet(s) processes in the SR(e±e∓), SR(µ±µ∓), SR(e±e±)
and SR(µ±µ±) signal regions, the invariant masses of the two leptons (m``) and the two jets (mj j)
must be larger than 400 GeV and 110 GeV, respectively. In addition, the scalar pT sum of the
selected two leptons (ET for electrons) and the two most energetic jets (HT) must be larger than
400 GeV to further reject the SM background, which exhibits lower transverse energies than the
signal. Since the expected event yields in the OS channel are larger than those in the SS channel,
the CR and VR definitions differ slightly, as shown in Table 2. The variable used to ensure the
orthogonality between CRs, VRs and SRs is m`` , except in the CR(e±µ∓) which has the same
kinematic selection as the SRs, but with different-flavour leptons. The CR(e±e∓) and CR(µ±µ∓)
provide a high-purity sample of Z + jet(s) events and are used to constrain the yields from this
process. Similarly, the CR(e±µ∓) is used to constrain events from top-quark processes. For the SS
channel, the main prompt SM background is diboson production and its yield is constrained in both
the CR(e±e±) and CR(µ±µ±). The rate of Z + jet(s) events, which enter the analysis regions only
through charge misidentification, as described in Section 6, is constrained only in the CR(e±e±)3.
The invariant mass window used to define the CR(e±e±) is reduced to the interval [110, 300] GeV,
to avoid overlap with the region around the Z mass peak, used to estimate the electron charge
misidentification probability.
Once all selections are applied, the signal acceptance times efficiency – evaluated with simulated
signal events – varies from 54% in the (WR,NR) high-mass regime to ∼ 30% at the edge of the
already excluded (WR,NR) low-mass region.
3 The probability of muon charge misidentification is negligible because muon bremsstrahlung radiation is greatly
reduced compared to electron, and muon tracks are measured in both the inner detector and the muon spectrometer,
which provides a much larger lever arm for the curvature measurement.
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Table 2: Summary of all regions defined in the analysis divided into the OS and SS channels. The table is
split into two blocks: the top half indicates the mass range of the dilepton final state, whereas the bottom
half indicates the event selection criteria used for a given region. The flavour combinations are summarised
as follows: `±`∓ = {e±e∓, µ±µ∓}, `±`± = {e±e±, µ±µ±}, `±`′∓ = {e±µ∓}. Pairs of values [X,Y ] indicate the
minimum and maximum values the quantity in question may take in the analysis region in question.
Region Control region Validation region Signal region
Channel CR(`±`∓) CR(`±`
′∓) CR(`±`±) VR(`±`∓) VR(`±`±) SR(`±`∓) SR(`±`±)
mee [GeV] [60, 110] — [110, 300] [110, 400] [300, 400] > 400 > 400
mµµ [GeV] [60, 110] — [60, 300] [110, 400] [300, 400] > 400 > 400
meµ [GeV] — > 400 — — — — —
HT [GeV] > 400 > 400 — > 400 — > 400 > 400
mj j [GeV] > 110 > 110 — > 110 — > 110 > 110
Jet pT [GeV] > 100 > 100 > 50 > 100 > 50 > 100 > 100
6 Background estimation
The composition of the SM background is substantially different in the OS and SS channels,
requiring different background estimation techniques in the two cases, although SM backgrounds
containing a prompt lepton (referred to as ‘prompt SM backgrounds’ hereafter) are estimated using
simulations in both channels. Prompt leptons are defined as leptons originating from Z , W , and
H boson decays, or leptons from τ decays if the τ-lepton originates from a prompt decay (e.g.
Z → τ+τ−). Unless otherwise stated, background processes are found to be well modelled by
simulation.
The main prompt SM backgrounds contributing to the OS channel are from top-quark events
(mainly tt̄) and Z + jet(s) production, with contributions of ∼49% and ∼35% respectively in the
SR(e±e∓) and ∼55% and ∼37% in the SR(µ±µ∓). Minor contributions arise from diboson (mainly
ZW → `+`− j j and Z Z → `+`− j j) and W + jet(s) events. The mj j spectrum of simulated Z + jet(s)
events is not correctly modelled by the simulation samples in the CR(e±e∓) and CR(µ±µ∓). The
effect is not visible in the SS channel because Z + jet(s) production is a less dominant background
and therefore the statistical uncertainty is much larger. A data-driven procedure is applied to the
simulated Z+ jet(s) events to correct for this mismodelling. A reweighting factor is derived from the
regions CR(e±e∓) and CR(µ±µ∓) and applied to all OS regions. It ranges from 1.1 in the low-mj j
region to 0.4 in the high-mj j region above 3 TeV. The reweighting function is evaluated by fitting
the ratio between data and simulation, after subtracting the non-Z + jet(s) contributions from both
of them. The function is a Novosibirsk-type function with three free parameters (peak and width,
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measured in TeV, and tail, unitless) and related to the weight by
k1 = ln
[
1.0 −
(mj j − peak) · tail
width
]
, (1a)
k2 =
sinh−1(
√
ln 4 · tail)
√
ln 4
, (1b)
weight = exp
[
− 0.5
k22
k21 − 0.5 k
2
2
]
. (1c)
The resulting reweighting factor with the best fit function is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Ratio between data and simulation for Z + jet(s) events collected in CR(e±e∓) and CR(µ±µ∓) as
a function of the dijet invariant mass, with the result of the Novosibirsk fit superimposed. The fitted values
for the peak and width in TeV, and tail (unitless) are shown. The binning is adjusted to minimise statistical
fluctuations with 36.1 fb−1 of data.
In the SS channel, prompt SM processes such as Z + jet(s) (∼18%) and diboson (∼22%) production
contribute in the SR(e±e±). Diboson production also contributes significantly (∼37%) to the
SR(µ±µ±). A small fraction of top-quark events is present in both SR(e±e±) (∼7%) and SR(µ±µ±)
(∼3%). The largest contribution, ∼53% in SR(e±e±) and ∼60% in SR(µ±µ±), is a reducible
background arising from events with misidentified or non-prompt electrons and muons, collectively
called ‘fakes’. A data-driven approach is used to assess the fake-lepton contributions as described
in the following.
In the electron SS channel, electron charge misidentification is an additional source of SM back-
ground events mainly coming from Z + jet(s) and top-quark production. A discrepancy between
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data and simulation is observed in these events, and data-driven correction factors are applied to
simulated events. The charge misidentification of electrons is mainly due to bremsstrahlung radi-
ation, with subsequent photon conversion into an electron–positron pair. The probability of charge
misidentification is measured in data using Z → e+e− events by comparing the numbers of OS and
SS events. The probability is parameterised in terms of the electron ET and |η | [63]. It is measured
in narrow ET bins with the last bin extending above 250GeV.
Themisidentified-lepton background is estimated with the ‘fake-factor’ method, implemented in the
same way as in Ref. [63]. The implementation of the method requires two different lepton samples.
The first one is defined by the leptons entering any analysis region, selected as in Table 1, and
called ‘tight’ (T). The second one is orthogonal to the tight selection and is called ‘loose’ (L). It is
constructed by loosening some of the tight lepton requirements and by requiring that these leptons
fail to satisify the tight lepton criteria. The identification criteria for electrons are loosened to
LHLoose [53, 55] and the isolation criteria are not imposed. Similarly, loose muons have a relaxed
impact parameter requirement, |d0 |/σd0 < 10, and no isolation requirement. The fake-factor (F),
quantifying the probability for a misidentified lepton to be reconstructed as a prompt lepton, is
defined as the ratio of the number of tight to loose leptons F = NT/NL and measured in dedicated
‘fake-enriched’ regions.
The regions, summarised in Table 3, are enriched in fake leptons originating from dijet andW+jet(s)
production. They are selected using single-lepton triggers and must satisfy low missing transverse
momentum (EmissT ) requirements, to suppress W + jet(s) production where a real lepton from a W
boson decay is present. One charged lepton and at least one (two) jet(s) must be present in the event
in the muon (electron) channel. Furthermore, contamination from prompt leptons in fake-enriched
regions is subtracted using simulated events. This contamination is up to 40% in the electron
channel, and in the muon channel for pT (< 100 GeV), while it becomes dominant for high pT
muons. The selection criteria for the electron fake-enriched region are designed to mimic as much
as possible the signal region selection in order to ensure a similar composition of various sources
of fake electrons: decays of light-flavour hadrons into light leptons, photon conversions, and jets
faking electrons. In the muon channel, the major source of fake muons originates from decays of
heavy-flavour hadrons and the muon fake-enriched region is optimised to maximise the number of
such events. The fake-factors are parameterised in terms of lepton flavour (e or µ), ET (pT) for
electrons (muons), and η. For electrons, they vary from 0.3 to 0.5 in the barrel region and from
0.4 to 0.9 in the endcap region. For muons, they are about 0.4 for pT < 50 GeV and rise to 1.0 for
pT > 50 GeV.
Once the factorF ismeasured, the contribution of the number of eventswith at least onemisidentified
lepton in the analysis regions (N fake) is evaluated using:
N fake =
[
F(NdataTL + NdataLT ) − F2NdataLL
]
−
[
F(NMCTL + NMCLT ) − F2NMCLL
]prompt only
. (2)
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Table 3: Selection criteria defining the dedicated fake-enriched regions, used to measure the electron and
muon fake-factors as described in the text.
Selection for fake-enriched regions
Electrons Muons
Single-electron trigger Single-muon trigger
b-jet veto b-jet veto
One electron and at least two jets One muon and one jet
pT(jet) > 50 GeV pT(jet) > 35 GeV
– ∆φ(µ, jet) > 2.7
EmissT < 25 GeV E
miss
T < 40 GeV
In these regions the factor F is applied to events containing at least one loose lepton, NTL, NLT
and NLL , populating the ‘sideband’ regions, namely T L, LT and LL. In these events, either the
subleading lepton is loose (T L), or the leading lepton is loose (LT), or both leptons are loose (LL).
The residual prompt-lepton components in the sideband regions are subtracted using simulated
events. The estimated backgrounds due to fakes and electron charge misidentification are validated
in the dedicated VRs defined in Table 2.
7 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainty are considered. They correspond to experimental and
theoretical sources affecting both the background and signal predictions. All the sources of system-
atic uncertainty considered here affect the total event yield. They also alter the distributions of the
variables used in the statistical analysis (Section 8) with the exception of the uncertainties in the
luminosity and cross-sections.
The uncertainty in the 2015 and 2016 integrated luminosity is 2.1%, derived with the methodology
described in Ref. [64], and using the LUCID-2 detector for the baseline luminosity measurements
[65], from a calibration of the luminosity scale using x–y beam-separation scans.
A set of experimental systematic uncertainties arise from the calibrations of the lepton and jet
energy and momentum, the lepton detection efficiencies and isolation, and the trigger efficiency.
The largest uncertainty in the total SM yield arises from the energy calibration and smearing of
jets, derived in Ref. [59], and is between 5% and 10% depending on the invariant mass of the `` j j
system. Experimental systematic uncertainties associated with lepton reconstruction, identification,
isolation and trigger efficiencies, as well as energy or momentum calibration and b-jet tagging, vary
between 0.5% and 4% of the total SM yield.
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There are two additional experimental sources of systematic uncertainty in the SS channel due to
the data-driven background estimation techniques. The uncertainty related to the charge misid-
entification probability of electrons arises from the statistical uncertainty of both the data and the
simulated samples of Z + jet(s) events used to measure this probability. The uncertainty ranges
between 10% and 20% as a function of the electron ET and η. Next, the uncertainty on the fake
estimation arises from the unknown composition of fakes, as well as from statistical uncertainty
and prompt lepton subtraction used to derive F in the fake-enriched regions. The uncertainty due
to the composition of fakes is estimated by varying the criteria to select the nominal sample for the
fake-factor measurement (Table 3). In the electron channel, the EmissT requirement is increased to
<100GeV, the two-jet requirement is dropped and one jet recoiling against the electron (analogous
to the nominal muon fake-factor measurement) is required. In the muon channel, the nominal
|d0 |/σd0 and EmissT requirements are varied up and down respectively by one unit and 10GeV. Fur-
thermore, the uncertainty in the yield of prompt leptons fromW and Z boson decays is estimated by
varying the total SM prediction of the simulated samples by ±10% in the muon channel and ±30%
in the electron channel. These values represent the size of the uncertainty due to the choice of
QCD renormalisation (µr) and factorisation (µf) scales, αS, and PDF uncertainties. The different
size of the uncertainty between channels arises from the different fake-enriched region definitions
(Table 3), requiring exactly one jet and at least two jets for the muon and electron channels respect-
ively. The total uncertainty in the fake-factors ranges between 10% and 50% across all ET(e, µ) and
η bins for both flavours.
In the OS channel, an additional uncertainty is taken into account for the mj j reweighting of the
Z + jet(s) process. This is evaluated by comparing the shape difference between the simulated
and reweighted mj j distribution and that measured in data, using the corresponding OS VR: the
uncertainty in the reweighting factor is found to be between 5% and 20%, depending on the dijet
invariant mass.
The theory uncertainties estimated for the Z + jet(s) and diboson background processes include the
choice of QCD renormalisation (µr) and factorisation (µf) scales, choice of the PDF set, αS, and
PDF uncertainty. The QCD scale uncertainty is estimated by varying µr and µf to half and twice
their nominal values. The PDF uncertainty is estimated using the envelope of the NNPDF3.0 PDF
set, as recommended in Ref. [66]. In addition, the MMHT2014 [67] and CT14NNLO [68] PDF
sets are used to estimate the uncertainty due to the PDF choice. Moreover, the uncertainty due to
αS is evaluated by varying its nominal value of 0.118 by ±0.001. The largest theory uncertainty
generally originates from the QCD scales variations, and is between 20% and 40%, depending on
the simulated process and the invariant mass of the `` j j system.
The theory uncertainties estimated for tt̄ processes are as follows. The uncertainty from hard-
scatter generation is evaluated by comparing the Powheg-Box and MG5_aMC@NLO generators,
both interfaced to the Pythia8.186 parton shower model, as recommended in Ref. [66]. The
uncertainty due to the hadronisation and fragmentation model is determined by comparing the
nominal Powheg-Box + Pythia8.186 generated sample with the one generated by Powheg-Box
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interfaced to Herwig [69] (version 7.0.1). The uncertainty related to the amount of initial- and
final-state radiation is assessed by varying parton shower settings. The largest theory uncertainty
generally originates from the amount of initial- and final-state radiation and is between 2% and 5%
of the tt̄ process yield.
Finally, the theory uncertainty of the signal efficiency times acceptance amounts to 10%. It is
evaluated by varying renormalisation and factorisation scales as described above and by using
alternative PDF sets, CTEQ6 [45] and MSTW [49]. The αS emission scale factor is also varied to
half and twice the nominal value. The uncertainty is dominated by the variation in factorisation
scale. The variations are performed using SysCalc [70].
8 Statistical analysis and results
The statistical analysis packageHistFitter [71] is used to implement a binnedmaximum-likelihood
fit of the data distributions in the control and signal regions for the evaluation of the numbers of
signal and background events. For the scenario in which the NR neutrino is a Majorana particle, the
OS and SS channels are fitted simultaneously, whereas for the Dirac neutrino, only the OS channel
is used in the fit. The analysis regions are optimised for the high-mass regime, where the CRs and
the VRs have negligible signal contribution. On the other hand, it is found that lower mass points
yield some signal events in the CRs. This effect is accounted for in the statistical analysis when
evaluating the signal strength by simultaneously fitting the CRs and SRs. The VRs are not used in
the fit, but are only employed to confirm the validity of the background modelling before the fit is
carried out in the SRs.
In the OS channel, different distributions are used in the likelihood fit depending on the mass
hierarchy of the signal sample. The m`` j j distribution is used as the discriminant for the mWR > mNR
hypothesis, and the mj j spectrum is used as the discriminant for the mWR < mNR hypothesis4. In
both cases, the same discriminant variable is used in the control region and the signal region. In
the SS channel, mj j is used in the CRs and HT is used in the SR, regardless of the mass hierarchy,
as it yields a better separation between the signal and the background. Additional mass hypotheses
are added by interpolating the discriminating distributions obtained for existing signal simulation
samples using a moment morphing technique [72].
The likelihood is the product of a Poisson probability density function describing the observed
number of events, and Gaussian distributions to constrain the nuisance parameters associated with
the systematic uncertainties. The widths of the Gaussian distributions correspond to the magnitudes
of these uncertainties, whereas Poisson distributions are used for the simulation statistical uncertain-
ties. Additional free parameters are introduced to normalise the contributions of Z + jet(s), diboson,
and top-quark backgrounds to the data in the analysis control regions. The fitted normalisation
4 For the CR(e±e∓) and CR(µ±µ∓), the event yields are integrated into a single-bin and then fed into the fit.
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parameters are applied simultaneously in SRs. The fitted normalisations are consistent with their
SM predictions within the uncertainties.
Table 4: Summary of the control regions used to fit the yields of the dominant SM background predictions.
CRs used to fit a certain SM prediction yield are marked with a check-mark (3) and CRs not used for this
SM prediction are marked with a dash (-).
SM background yield CR(e±e∓) CR(e±µ∓) CR(µ±µ∓) CR(e±e±) CR(µ±µ±)
OS Z + jet(s) 3 - 3 - -
SS Z + jet(s) - - - 3 -
OS Top - 3 - - -
SS Diboson - - - 3 3
Due to the different object definitions and background components in the OS and SS channels,
separate nuisance parameters are used for all sources of uncertainties and fitted yields for the largest
backgrounds, as summarised in Table 4. Observed and predicted event yields and the corresponding
uncertainties of the dominant backgrounds in all analysis regions are presented in Tables 5, 6 and 7.
The information on observed and expected yields, along with their ratio for pre- (black filled
markers) and post-fit (red hollowmarkers) yields, is presented in Figure 3 in all the analysis regions.
The CR(e±e∓) and CR(µ±µ∓) are used to extract the yield of Z + jet(s) background, as the purity is
above 95%. The CR(e±µ∓) is mostly populated by top-quark background events (80% purity) and
used to extract their normalisation. In the SS channel, the Z + jet(s) contribution is estimated to be
∼33%, determined in a fit using the CR(e±e±) only, and with the diboson normalisation factor free
to vary. The data-driven fake background normalisation is fixed, which allows for the measurement
of the Z + jet(s) normalisation despite its low contribution in the control region.
To check the validity of the background prediction in the validation regions and to estimate the SM
Table 5: Numbers of expected background events in control and validation regions after the background-only
fit in the opposite-charge channel, compared to the data. The quoted uncertainties correspond to the total
uncertainty in the predicted event yield including correlations between the various sources of systematic
uncertainties. Due to rounding the total background can differ from the sums of components. Top-quark and
Z + jet(s) yields are floating in the fit.
CR (e±e∓) CR (e±µ∓) CR (µ±µ∓) VR (µ±µ∓) VR (µ±µ∓)
Data 29178 201 37378 2794 3327
Total background 29200± 170 202 ± 14 37360± 190 2700 ± 130 3290 ± 140
Z + jet(s) 27900± 190 1.2 ± 0.1 35790± 220 1306 ± 28 1729 ± 36
tt̄, single-t, tt̄V 524 ± 71 162 ± 14 628 ± 88 1250 ± 130 1400 ± 140
Diboson and W+jets 775 ± 28 39.1± 2.0 937 ± 35 149.1± 6.5 160.9± 5.9
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Table 6: Numbers of expected background events in signal regions after the background-only fit in the
opposite-charge channel, compared to the data. The quoted uncertainties correspond to the total uncertainty
in the predicted event yield including correlations between the various sources of systematic uncertainties.
Due to rounding the total background can differ from the sums of components. Top-quark and Z + jet(s)
yields are floating in the fit.
SR (e±e∓) SR (µ±µ∓)
Data 156 169
Total background 152.2± 8.4 165.9± 8.9
Z + jet(s) 53.9 ± 5.1 61.8 ± 4.8
tt̄, single-t, tt̄V 74.0 ± 7.6 89.6 ± 8.3
Diboson and W + jet(s) 24.5 ± 1.6 12.8 ± 0.7
Table 7: Numbers of expected background events in analysis regions after the background-only fit in the
same-charge channel, compared to the data. The quoted uncertainties correspond to the total uncertainty in
the predicted event yield including correlations between the various sources of systematic uncertainties. Due
to rounding the total background can differ from the sums of components. Diboson and Z + jet(s) yields are
floating in the fit. Background processes with a negligible yield are marked with the dash (–).
CR (e±e±) CR (µ±µ±) VR (e±e±) VR (µ±µ±) SR (e±e±) SR (µ±µ±)
Data 304 119 33 11 11 5
Total background 306 ± 17 119 ± 11 31.1± 5.5 10.3± 2.4 11.2± 2.0 5.5 ± 1.7
Z + jet(s) 100 ± 31 – 4.3 ± 2.0 – 2.0 ± 0.9 –
Fakes 119 ± 23 40.4± 9.6 14.1± 4.6 4.1 ± 2.0 5.9 ± 1.9 3.3 ± 1.7
Diboson 61 ± 13 74 ± 14 7.3 ± 1.6 5.8 ± 1.4 2.6 ± 0.6 2.0 ± 0.5
tt̄, single-t, tt̄V 25.8± 5.9 4.3 ± 0.8 5.4 ± 1.7 0.35± 0.08 0.8 ± 0.3 0.14± 0.05
background in the signal regions, a background-only fit is performed where the nuisance parameters
are constrained only in the CRs and are extrapolated to VRs after the fit. Figures 4 and 5 show
the distributions in the CRs and VRs after this background-only fit (the binning used in Figures
corresponds to the one used in the fit). When performing the CR+SR fit to obtain the upper limit
on the signal strength, the nuisance parameters are constrained both in CRs and SRs. For example,
the SS diboson normalisation is constrained using both CR(e±e±) and CR(µ±µ±). This diboson
normalisation factor is validated in the VR(µ±µ±), as shown in Figure 5(f), where the expected
background and observed number of events agree within the uncertainties. In the fit, the Majorana
and the Dirac case are distinguished by using both the OS and SS regions or only the OS regions,
respectively. The SR distributions after the CR+SR fit are shown in Figure 6.
No significant deviation from the SM predictions is observed in any of the signal regions. The
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Figure 3: Number of observed and expected events in the control (CR), validation (VR), and signal (SR)
regions for all channels considered after the background-only fit. The background expectation is the result
of the fit described in the text using both OS and SS control regions. The hatched bands include all post-fit
systematic uncertainties. The correlation between sources of systematic uncertainties are taken into account.
The pre-fit ratio is indicated with the red hollow markers in the ratio plot.
most significant local excess is observed in the m`` j j spectrum of the e±e∓ channel, with a ∼2σ
local significance (∼1σ global significance) between 3.5 and 4 TeV. After the fit, the compatibility
between the data and the expected background is assessed. The global p-values for the background-
only hypothesis are 0.67 and 0.62 for the e±e± and µ±µ± channels respectively and 0.16 and 0.59 for
the e±e∓ and µ±µ∓ channels. Upper limits at 95%CL are calculated for the KS process cross-section
using the CLs method [73] and the profile likelihood-ratio [74] as the test statistic. Exclusion limits
are calculated in separate fits for the ee and µµ channels since there is no theoretical requirement
that NeR and N
µ
R have the same mass.
When setting exclusion limits for the two models the Dirac case is assumed to give twice as many
OS events as the Majorana case. Results are shown in Figure 7 for both Majorana and Dirac NR
neutrino cases. In both cases, WR bosons with masses up to 4.7 TeV are excluded at 95% CL, for
mNR in the 0.5−3.0 TeV region. The two jets in theWR boson decay chain, for mWR∼3−3.5 TeV and
mNR neutrino masses below 0.5 TeV, tend to overlap, resulting in a rapidly changing sensitivity and
narrow 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands in the exclusion limit plot, as visible in Figures 7(a) and 7(c).
Figure 8 shows the exclusion limits separately for the OS and SS analyses in the Majorana NR
neutrino case. The two analyses generally exhibit a similar sensitivity across the two-dimensional
mass plane. Under the inverted hierarchy hypothesis (mNR > mWR) the SS analysis is more sensitive
due to the lower expected background (Figures 6(b), 6(d), 6(e) and 6(f)).
In the electron channel (Fig. 8(a)), the OS observed limit around mWR∼4.2 TeV and mNR∼3 TeV
is weaker than expected due to three events observed at m`` j j∼3.8 TeV, compared to an expected
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background of 1.1±0.4 events for m`` j j >3.5 TeV (Fig. 6(a)). The opposite effect is observed in the
muon channel (Fig. 8(b)), where no events are observed in the m`` j j >3 TeV region (Fig. 6(c)).
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Figure 4: Distributions for data and background predictions for discriminant variables in various control
regions and channels after the background-only fit: (a) m`` j j in CR(e±µ∓), (b) mj j in CR(e±µ∓), (c) mj j in
CR(e±e±), and (d) mj j in CR(µ±µ±). The hatched bands include all post-fit systematic uncertainties. The
correlation between sources of systematic uncertainties are taken into account. The last bin in each histogram
contains the overflow.
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Figure 5: Distributions for data and background predictions for discriminant variables in various validation
regions and channels after the background-only fit: (a) m`` j j in VR(e±e∓), (b) mj j in VR(e±e∓), (c) m`` j j in
VR(µ±µ∓), (d) mj j in VR(µ±µ∓), (e) HT in VR(e±e±), and (f) HT in VR(µ±µ±). The hatched bands include
all post-fit systematic uncertainties. The correlation between sources of systematic uncertainties are taken
into account. The last bin in each histogram contains the overflow.
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Figure 6: Distributions for data and background predictions after the CR+SR fit for discriminant variables
in various signal regions and channels: (a) m`` j j in SR(e±e∓), (b) mj j in SR(e±e∓), (c) m`` j j in SR(µ±µ∓),
(d) mj j in SR(µ±µ∓), (e) HT in SR(e±e±), and (f) HT in SR(µ±µ±). The hatched bands include all post-fit
systematic uncertainties. The correlation between sources of systematic uncertainties are taken into account.
A few simulated signal distributions, normalised to the predicted cross-section, are overlaid on top of the
background prediction in the plots. The last bin in each histogram contains the overflow.21
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Figure 7: Observed (continuous line) and expected (dashed line) 95% CL exclusion contours in the mWR–
mNR plane, along with the one- and two-standard-deviation uncertainty bands around the expected exclusion
contour in the (a) ee and (b) µµ channels for Majorana NR neutrinos, (c) ee and (d) µµ channels for Dirac
NR neutrinos. The dashed gray line indicates the region of the plane where mWR = mNR . The left- and
right-handed weak gauge couplings are assumed to be the same, as indicated by gL = gR.
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Figure 8: Observed (continuous line) and expected (dashed line) 95% CL exclusion contours in the mWR–mNR
plane for Majorana NR neutrinos calculated in the OS and SS analyses, and their combination, in the (a) ee
and (b) µµ channels. The dashed gray line indicates the region of the plane where mWR = mNR . The left-
and right-handed weak gauge couplings are assumed to be the same (gL = gR).
9 Conclusion
A search for right-handedW bosons and heavy right-handed Majorana or Dirac neutrinos is presen-
ted using a final state containing a pair of charged leptons, electrons or muons, and two jets (`` j j),
with ` = e, µ, in a 36.1 fb−1 sample of pp collisions recorded by the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 13 TeV
at LHC. No evidence ofWR bosons orMajorana or Dirac heavy neutrinos, NR, is found assuming the
KS production and lower limits are set on the mWR and mNR masses, assuming equality of left- and
right-handed weak gauge couplings (gL = gR). The excluded region for the Majorana NR neutrinos
extends to about mWR = 4.7 TeV, for mNR = 1.2 TeV in the electron channel and for mNR = 1 TeV
in the muon channel. The mNR limits reach about 2.9 TeV in the electron channel and 3.1 TeV in
the muon channel (for mWR = 4.3 TeV). For Dirac NR neutrinos, limits reach about mWR = 4.7 TeV,
for mNR = 1 TeV in the electron channel and for mNR = 1.2 TeV in the muon channel. Limits
on mNR up to about 2.8 TeV (for mWR = 3.7 TeV) in the electron channel and up to 3.2 TeV (for
mWR = 4.1 TeV) in the muon channel are set. In the low-mass regime (mWR < 1.5 TeV), under the
hierarchy hypothesis mNR > mWR , NR masses up to 1.5 TeV are excluded at 95% CL. These results
improve upon previous ATLAS searches [19] and extend the exclusion limits on mWR by 1–2 TeV.
Additionally, the scenario in which the NR neutrino is heavier than the WR boson is explored for the
first time.
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